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Abstract. Detailed line profile variability studies of the narrow line Seyfert 1 galaxy Mrk 110 are presented. We
obtained the spectra in a variability campaign carried out with the 9.2m Hobby-Eberly Telescope at McDonald
Observatory. The integrated Balmer and Helium (He i, ii) emission lines are delayed by 3 to 33 light days to the
optical continuum variations respectively. The outer wings of the line profiles respond much faster to continuum
variations than the central regions. The comparison of the observed profile variations with model calculations
of different velocity fields indicates an accretion disk structure of the broad line emitting region in Mrk 110.
Comparing the velocity-delay maps of the different emission lines among each other a clear radial stratification in
the BLR can be recognized. Furthermore, delays of the red line wings are slightly shorter than those of the blue
wings. This indicates an accretion disk wind in the BLR of Mrk 110. We determine a central black hole mass of
M = 1.8 · 107M⊙. Because of the poorly known inclination angle of the accretion disk this is a lower limit only.
Key words. accretion disk – line: profiles – galaxies: Seyfert – galaxies: individual: Mrk 110 – galaxies: nuclei –
galaxies: quasars: emission lines
1. Introduction
The central broad emission line region (BLR) in active
galactic nuclei is unresolved. But a study of the variable
ionizing continuum source and the delayed response of the
broad emission lines provides indirect information about
size and structure of the line emitting region and their
internal kinematics. In this paper we present a detailed
study of continuum and emission line profile variations in
the Seyfert 1 galaxy Mrk 110. Our goal is to determine
the structure and kinematics of its broad-line region on
the one hand and its central black hole mass on the other
hand.
The study of the kinematics in the central broad-line
region of AGN requires the acquisition of high S/N spec-
tra for analyzing in detail velocity resolved line profiles.
Furthermore, a homogeneous set of spectra has to be ob-
tained over months with spacings of days to weeks. A com-
parison of the evolution of line profiles with theoretical
models (e.g. Welsh and Horne 1991) can give us informa-
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tion on the kinematics in the broad-line region i.e. whether
radial inflow or outflow motions, turbulent/chaotic veloc-
ity fields, or Keplerian orbits are dominant.
We published first results of a variability campaign
of Mrk 110 with the 9.2m Hobby-Eberly-Telescope in
Kollatschny et al. 2001 (hereafter called Paper I). We ver-
ified the extent and stratification of the BLR. Results on
the velocity field based on Hβ variations have been pub-
lished in Kollatschny & Bischoff 2002 (hereafter called
Paper II) indicating that the broad-line region is con-
nected with a central accretion disk.
Theoretical models of accretion disk outflow scenarios
in AGN have been published by different authors. They
investigated radiatively-driven wind models (e.g. Murray
& Chiang 1997, Proga et al. 2000) and/or magnetically-
driven disk outflow models (Blandford & Payne 1982,
Bottorff et al. 1997, Emmering et al. 1992, Ko¨nigl & Kartje
1994).
There are other pieces of evidence from multi-
frequency and/or spectro-polarimetric observations in the
literature that the BLR is connected with an accretion
disk (Elvis 2000, Cohen & Martel 2002).
In this paper we present new velocity delay maps of
several Balmer and Helium emission lines in the spectrum
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of Mrk 110 to verify the accretion disk scenario in the BLR
of this galaxy.
2. Observations and data reduction
The observations of this monitoring campaign were car-
ried out at the 9.2m Hobby-Eberly Telescope (HET)
at McDonald Observatory. We took 26 spectra between
1999 November 13 (JD 2,451,495) and 2000 May 14 (JD
2,451,678) with a median interval of 3 days. A log of the
observations is presented in Paper I.
We obtained all our spectra under identical conditions
with the Low Resolution Spectrograph (LRS) located at
the prime focus of the HET. A Ford Aerospace CCD
(3072x1024) with 15 µm pixel was used throughout our
monitoring run. The spectra cover a wavelength range
from 4200A˚ to 6900A˚ with a resolving power of 650 at
5000A˚ . Exposure times were 10 to 20 minutes and yielded
a S/N > 100 per pixel in the continuum in most cases.
We reduced the spectra in a homogeneous way with
IRAF reduction packages including bias subtraction, cos-
mic ray correction, flat-field correction, wavelength cali-
bration, night sky subtraction and flux calibration. Great
care was taken to obtain very good intensity and wave-
length calibration by using the spatially unresolved for-
bidden emission lines in the spectra as additional internal
calibrators.
We generated first a mean spectrum of our variabil-
ity campaign with very high S/N. Afterwards we calcu-
lated difference spectra of all epochs with respect to this
mean spectrum. We adapted our spectra by minimizing
the residuals of the constant narrow emission lines in the
difference spectra. The primary lines for the internal cal-
ibration were the [OIII]λ5007,λ4959 lines. Thus we cor-
rected for small spectral shifts, for minor differences in
the spectral resolution caused by different seeing condi-
tions and for small scaling factors. We used the narrow
components of the Balmer and Helium lines as well as the
[OI]λ6300,λ6363, [SII]λ6717,λ6731, and [NII]λ6548,λ6584
emission lines as secondary calibrators to secure the cal-
ibration over the whole spectral range. In this way we
achieved relative line fluxes with an accuracy of better
than 1% in most of the spectra. The main error sources
were the variable broad HeIλ5016,λ4922 emission lines
blending the [OIII]λ5007,λ4959 calibration lines. Different
seeing conditions during the observations caused slightly
different stellar contributions from the underlying host
galaxy in our spectra. This effected the pseudo-continuum
we used to subtract from the spectra. Further sources of
error are the slopes of the sensitivity functions we de-
rived from our standard star spectra. At the edges of the
spectrum one can get varieties of 1% to 3% in the sen-
sitivity function by fitting the observed bandpasses. This
impreciseness influenced especially the Hα and Hγ line
profiles. Furthermore, the Hγ line is heavily blended with
the [OIII]λ4363 line and the Hα line is heavily contami-
nated by the variable atmospheric absorption. The errors
Fig. 1. Normalized Balmer and Helium rms line profiles
in velocity space.
in the intensities of these strong Balmer line are therefore
comparable to those of the weaker Helium lines.
Further details of the observations and reduction pro-
cedure are published in Papers I and II.
3. Results
We concentrated on integrated line intensity variations of
the broad emission lines as well as on line profile variations
in the Hβ line in our Papers I and II. Here we present
results on line profile variations in several Balmer and
Helium lines. These line profiles must have a large S/N
ratio for doing this study.
3.1. Integrated line intensity variations and rms line
profiles
We derived mean and rms line profiles from all the spec-
tra obtained at our HET variability campaign. The rms
spectra give us the variable part of the emission lines pro-
files we are investigating here. The constant narrow lines
in the galaxy spectra cancel out in the rms spectra. The
normalized rms line profiles of the strongest Balmer (Hα,
Hβ) and Helium emission lines (HeIIλ4686 , HeIλ5876 )
are presented in Fig. 1 in velocity space. We did not con-
sider the Hγ line in this figure because its rms line profile
is still contaminated by the strong [OIII]λ4363 line blend.
The big differences in the widths of these lines are obvious.
The Helium lines and especially the HeII line are much
broader than the Balmer lines. We published in Paper I
(Fig.7) the entire rms spectrum of Mrk 110. One can see
that structures in the broad He line wings are real and not
caused by noise by comparing them with the S/N ratio in
the continuum. The measured rms line widths (FWHM)
of these profiles are listed in Table 1.
In Paper I we derived the mean distance τcent of these
line emitting regions from the central ionizing source. This
was done by calculating the cross-correlation function of
the integrated line light curves with the variable ionizing
continuum light curve. These results are given in Table 1
as well for completeness. In Fig. 2 we plot the derived
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Table 1. Rms line widths (FWHM) of the strongest
emission lines, their cross-correlation lags with respect to
continuum variations, and the derived central black hole
masses (see text for details).
Line FWHM(rms) τcent M
[km s−1] [days] [107M⊙]
(1) (2) (3) (4)
HeIIλ4686 4444. ± 200 3.5+2.
−2. 2.25
+1.63
−0.45
HeIλ5876 2404. ± 100 10.8+4.
−4. 1.81
+1.36
−0.33
Hβ 1515. ± 100 23.5+4.−4. 1.63
+0.33
−0.31
Hα 1315. ± 100 32.5+4.−4. 1.64
+0.33
−0.35
Fig. 2. The distance of the Balmer and Helium emitting
line regions from the central ionizing source in Mrk 110 as
a function of the FWHM in their rms line profiles. The
dotted and dashed lines are the results from our model
calculations for central masses of 0.8, 1.5, 1.8, 2.2, and 2.9
·107M⊙ (from bottom to top).
time lags of the Balmer and Helium emission lines as a
function of their FWHM of the rms line profiles. These
time lags can be interpreted as the light-travel time across
the emission region for the different broad emission lines.
There is a clear correlation between line width and time
lag.
We interprete the light-travel time as the characteristic
distance R of the line emitting region and the FWHM of
the rms emission line width as the characteristic velocity v
of the line emitting clouds. We estimate the central masses
of the central black hole under the assumption that the
gas dynamics are dominated by a central massive object
(see Paper I). Additionally, we calculated the relation be-
tween radius and velocity for different black hole masses.
The dotted and dashed lines shown in Fig. 2 correspond
to virial masses of 0.8, 1.5, 1.8, 2.2, and 2.9 ·107M⊙ (from
bottom to top). It is evident that the black hole mass
of 1.8 ·107M⊙ we derived in Paper I from the observed
data of the individual emission lines matches the calcu-
lated model relation. But we have to keep in mind that
there might be additional systematic uncertainties in the
determination of the central black hole mass due to not
considered geometry and/or orientation effects of the BLR
in these models.
3.2. Light curves of emission line segments
The light curves of the continuum flux at 5135A˚ and of the
integrated broad emission line intensities of our HET vari-
ability campaign are published in Paper I. The strongest
broad emission lines in our spectra are the Hα, Hβ, and
Hγ Balmer lines and the HeIIλ4686 and HeIλ5876 Helium
lines.
In this paper we concentrate on variations in the emis-
sion line profile only. First results of the Hβ profile varia-
tions have been published in Paper II. We measured the
light curves of all subsequent velocity segments (∆v =
400 km/s width) from v = -5000 until +5000 km/s in the
strongest Balmer and Helium lines. The intensity of the
central line segment is integrated from v = -200 until +200
km/s. The light curves of the line center as well as of blue
and red line wing segments at v = ∓ 600, 1200, 2000 km/s
(∆v = 400 km/s) for HeIIλ4686, HeIλ5876, Hγ, and Hα
are shown in Figs. 3 to 6 in addition to the continuum
light curve. In Paper II we published corresponding light
curves for Hβ. In that case we used segments with a ve-
locity binning of ∆v = 200 km/s. But these light curves
are nearly identical to those resulting with a ∆v = 400
km/s binning.
The Hγ line segment light curves are heavily contami-
nated by other lines. The red wing is heavily blended with
the strong [OIII]λ4363 line (Paper I, Fig. 1 ) and the blue
wing by FeII multiplets. The red wing of the redshifted
Hα line is heavily contaminated by atmospheric absorp-
tion in addition to the blending by the [NII]λ6548,6584
lines within the line profile.
The light curves of the segments in each line profile
are remarkably different. There is the general trend that
the pattern of the light curves varies as a function of dis-
tance to line center. On the other hand, corresponding
light curves of identical red and blue segments are very
similar. One can see immediately (Figs. 3 to 6) that the
outer line wings follow closer the continuum light curve
than the inner line wings. The errors given in the light
curves indicate absolute errors. Relative errors between
light curves of the different segments are smaller by about
50%.
3.3. Velocity delay maps of the Balmer and Helium
lines
We computed cross-correlation functions (CCF) of all line
segment (∆v = 400 km/s) light curves with the 5100A˚
continuum light curve. For details of the method see
Papers I, II.
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Fig. 3. Light curves of the continuum, of the HeIIλ4686 line center as well as of different blue and red HeIIλ4686 line
wing segments (v = ∓ 600, 1200, 2000 km/s, ∆v = 400 km/s) derived from our HET variability campaign of Mrk 110.
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Fig. 4. Light curves of the continuum, of the HeIλ5876 line center as well as of different blue and red HeIλ5876 line
wing segments (v = ∓ 600, 1200, 2000 km/s, ∆v = 400 km/s) of Mrk 110.
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Fig. 5. Light curves of the continuum, of the Hγ line center as well as of different blue and red Hγ line wing segments
(v = ± 600, 1200, 2000 km/s, ∆v = 400 km/s) of Mrk 110.
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Fig. 6. Light curves of the continuum, of the Hα line center as well as of different blue and red Hα line wing segments
(v = ± 600, 1200, 2000 km/s, ∆v = 400 km/s) of Mrk 110.
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Fig. 7. The 2-D CCFs(τ ,v) show the correlation of the Balmer and Helium line segment light curves with the continuum
light curve as a function of velocity and time delay (grey scale). Contours of the correlation coefficient are overplotted
at levels between .800 and .925 (solid lines). The dashed curves show computed escape velocities for central masses of
0.5, 1., 2. × 107M⊙ (from bottom to top).
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The derived delays of the segments are shown in Fig. 7
as function of distance to the line center. These veloc-
ity delay maps are presented in gray scale for the Hβ,
HeIλ5876, HeIIλ4686, Hα, and Hγ lines. The solid lines
show contour lines of the correlation coefficient at levels
between .800 and .925.
The Hγ line and the redshifted Hα line are heavily
contaminated by other emission and/or absorption lines as
had been said before. Therefore, the correlation coefficient
is smaller in the wings of these lines. From now on we will
consider only the Hβ, HeIλ5876, and HeIIλ4686 lines for
a more detailed discussion.
The light curves of the line center are mostly delayed
with respect to continuum variations. The outer line wings
respond much faster to continuum variations respectively
than the inner line profile segments. Comparing the 2-D
CCFs of the different lines with each other one can iden-
tify a clear stratification within the broad line region. The
same trend has been seen before in the integrated lines.
The HeIIλ4686 line responds first to continuum variations
followed by HeIλ5876 and finally Hβ. The correlation co-
efficients in the line wings as well as in the line centers of
the Hβ and He lines are very similar although the inten-
sities in the line wings are obviously smaller. But one has
to keep in mind that the line wings originate closer to the
nuclear ionizing source than the line centers.
The 2-D CCF(τ ,v) is mathematically very similar to
a 2-D response function Ψ (Welsh 2001). In the next
section the observed velocity delay maps are compared
in more detail with model calculations of echo images
from the BLR. The BLR Keplerian disk model of Welsh
& Horne (1991, Fig. 1c) shows remarkable coincidences
with our observations. The three dashed lines overplotted
additionally in Fig. 7 represent escape velocities computed
for central masses of 0.5, 1., 2. × 107M⊙ (from bottom
to top).
3.4. Delay between blue and red line wings
As one part of our analysis we calculated cross-correlation
functions (CCF) of the blue line wings segments with re-
spect to the red ones to determine more accurately their
relative response. This was done for all the strong emis-
sion lines. We computed the relative delays in the line
wings in velocity segments of ∆v = 400 km/s width re-
spectively beginning at ± 200 km/s. Figs. 8 to 10 show
the delay of the blue line wings with respect to the red
ones for the Hβ, HeIλ5876 and HeIIλ4686 lines (in gray
scale). Contours of the correlation coefficient are overplot-
ted at levels between .85 and .97 (solid lines). The center
of the CCFs is indicated by the short dashed lines. The
long dashed lines show the centroid of the uppermost 10%
of the CCF
The same trend is to be seen in all emission lines: The
blue line wings show a delayed response with respect to
the red ones at intermediate distances from the line center
Fig. 8. Time delay τ of the blue Hβ line wing with respect
to the red one as a function of distance to the line center.
Contours of the correlation coefficient are overplotted at
levels between .85 and .97 (solid lines). The short dashed
line gives the center of the CCF. The long dashed line
gives the centroid of the uppermost 10% of the CCF.
(∆v = 500 – 2000 km/s) by one to two days. Furthermore,
there is a trend that the relative delay of the blue wings
increases with distance to the line center.
Fig. 9. Time delay τ of the blue HeIλ5876 line wing with
respect to the red one as a function of distance to the line
center. Contours of the correlation coefficient are overplot-
ted at levels between .85 and .97 (solid lines). The short
dashed line gives the center of the CCF. The long dashed
line gives the centroid of the uppermost 10% of the CCF.
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Fig. 10. Time delay τ of the blue HeIIλ4686 line wing
with respect to the red one as a function of distance to
the line center. Contours of the correlation coefficient are
overplotted at levels between .85 and .97 (solid lines). The
short dashed line gives the center of the CCF. The long
dashed line gives the centroid of the uppermost 10% of
the CCF.
4. Discussion
4.1. BLR stratification derived from integrated lines
The integrated emission lines in Mrk 110 respond with dif-
ferent delays to continuum variations as a function of ion-
ization degree. This indicates a stratification in the broad-
line region (BLR) of Mrk 110 (Kollatschny et al., 2001).
Fig. 2 shows a clear correlation between time lag τ of dif-
ferent integrated emission lines on the one hand and their
corresponding line widths v on the other hand. The cor-
relation is of the form
τ ∝ v−2
FWHM
for distances R = cτ from the central ionizing source.
All emission line data are consistent with a virial mass of
M = 1.8± 0.3 · 107M⊙.
The higher ionized broader emission lines originate closer
to the central ionizing source than the lower ionized lines.
4.2. BLR geometry and kinematics
We sliced the observed emission line profiles into velocity
bins of ∆v = 400 km/s and correlated all the individual
light curves with the continuum light curve. First results
of this investigation have been published for the Hβ line
indicating that different line segments originate at differ-
ent distances from the ionizing center.
The velocity resolved profile variations of all investi-
gated broad lines (Fig. 7) show the same characteristics.
The line segments in each profile originate at different
distances from the central ionizing source. The observed
trend in Mrk 110 is that the outer emission line wings orig-
inate at small radii from the central supermassive black
hole. This suggests strong rotational and or turbulent mo-
tions in the BLR (see however section 4.3).
Comparing in more detail the observed velocity-delay
pattern with BLR model calculations (Welsh & Horne
1991; Perez et al. 1992; O’Brien et al. 1994) we can rule
out that radial inflow or outflow motions – including bi-
conical outflow – are dominant in the BLR of Mrk 110.
The line wings show the shortest delay with respect to the
continuum and react nearly simultaneously. Furthermore,
no short delays of the central region in the Balmer and
He lines are observed. This is expected in spherical BLR
models with chaotic virial velocity field or randomly ori-
ented Keplerian orbits. Therefore we can rule out a dom-
inance of this kind of velocity field in Mrk 110. On the
other hand Keplerian disk BLR models reproduce exactly
the observed velocity-delay pattern i.e. the faster response
of both line wings compared to the line center.
A direct comparison of the two-dimensional echo maps
of the Hβ, HeIλ5876, and HeIIλ4686 lines with a theoreti-
cal echo image of an Keplerian disk (Welsh & Horne 1991,
Fig. 1c) is intriguing. Our observed 2D pattern of the dif-
ferent lines in Mrk 110 has been predicted in theoretical
models which calculated the contibution from line emit-
ting material at different radii in the BLR. The HeIIλ4686
line originates at radial distances of 3 – 4 light days only
while Hβ originates at distances of about 30 light days.
A coarse estimate of the inclination angle of the ac-
cretion disk can be made by comparing the echo maps
(Fig. 7) with disk models viewed at different inclination
angles (Welsh & Horne 1991, Fig. 5). We observe no short
delays at the inner line regions. This excludes inclination
angles of the accretion disk larger than 50◦ in Mrk 110.
At the limit of a face-on disk one expects even narrower
line profiles than those we observe in Mrk 110. Therefore,
a best estimate of the accretion disk inclination angle in
Mrk 110 is: 30◦±20◦.
Other authors published further indications for a disk-
like configuration of the broad-line region in AGN based
on theoretical models or observational data (Bottorff et
al. 1997, Collin-Souffrin et al. 1988, Elvis 2000, Ko¨nigl &
Kartje 1994).
Velocity-delay maps have been published for the
Balmer lines in NGC5548 (Kollatschny & Dietrich 1996)
and NGC4593 (Kollatschny & Dietrich 1997) before.
Although the quality of their spectral data was not as
good as that of this campaign they could demonstrate
the same basic trend as that seen in Mrk 110: the outer
line wings respond faster to continuum variations than the
line center. Furthermore, the red wings responded slightly
faster and stronger than the blue ones in theses galax-
ies, too – see next section. In the UV wavelength range
the variability behaviour of the prominent CIVλ1550 line
has been investigated in a few galaxies. Again there are
hints for a stronger and faster response of the red wing in
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NGC5548 (Chiang & Murray 1996, Bottorff et al. 1997)
and NGC4151 (Ulrich & Horne 1996) in comparison to
the blue one. Unfortunately, the CIVλ1550 emission lines
are strongly affected by a central absorption line blend in
both galaxies.
4.3. Accretion disk wind
In this section I will put again the main emphasis on the
velocity-delay data of the Hβ, HeIIλ4686, and HeIλ5876
lines (Figs. 7 to 10). A careful inspection shows that a sec-
ond trend in these 2D velocity-delay maps is superimposed
on the primary trend that both outer line wings respond
faster than central line region: The response of the red line
wings is stronger than that of the blue ones. For all line
profiles the correlation coefficients of the red wing light
curves with the continuum light curve are systematically
higher by 5% (Fig. 7) than those ones of the blue wing.
Furthermore, the red wings respond faster than the blue
ones. The integrated blue wings (Figs. 7 – 10) lag the red
wings by 2+2
−1 days.
An earlier response of the red line wing compared to
the blue line wing is predicted in spherical wind and disk-
wind models of the BLR (Ko¨nigl & Kartje 1994, Chiang &
Murray 1996, Blandford & Begelman 1999). In these mod-
els the line emitting gas shows a radial outward velocity
component in addition to the rotation. Also a stronger
response of the red wing is expected in the models and
observed in NGC5548 (Chiang & Murray 1996). But we
could not verify a secondary peak in our data as pre-
dicted in the model of (Chiang & Murray 1996). The
disk outflow/wind models are distinguished from spher-
ical wind models that their velocity decreases with radius
(this means from the outer line wings to the line center)
rather than the other way around. The observed delays of
the blue line wings with respect to the red ones (Figs. 8 –
10) point at an accretion disk-wind in Mrk 110. In partic-
ular one can see an increase of the blue-red delay towards
the outer line wings which means that the wind velocity
increases towards the center.
Furthermore, Murray & Chiang (1997) demonstrated
that a Keplerian disk wind reproduces single-peaked broad
emission lines as we see in the spectra of Mrk 110.
4.4. Central black hole mass
From the integrated line intensity variations of four differ-
ent emission lines a virial mass of
M = 1.8± 0.3 · 107M⊙
has been determined (Sect.3). We made the assumption
that the characteristic velocities of the particular emission
line regions are given by the FWHM of their rms profiles
and the characteristic distances R are given by the cen-
troids of the corresponding cross-correlation functions:
M =
3
2
v2G−1R
(e.g. Koratkar & Gaskell 1991, Kollatschny & Dietrich
1997).
Additionally, we may compare the velocity-delay maps
(Fig. 7) with escape velocity envelopes
v =
√
2GM/cτ
for different central masses. With this method we derive
a central black hole mass of
M = 1.5± 1 · 107M⊙
in Mrk 110. This mass value confirms perfectly our earlier
derived value.
But one has to keep in mind that there are further
systematic uncertainties in the mass determination (e.g.
Krolik 2001). Due to the unknown inclination angle of
the accretion disk the derived mass may be a lower limit
only. Our observed velocity-delay maps do not drop down
near the line center (Fig. 3) as is expected from model
calculations for edge-on disk models (Welsh & Horne 1991;
O’Brien et al. 1994). This is a hint for a small inclination
angle of the accretion disk in Mrk 110.
Ferrarese et al. 2001 measured the stellar velocity dis-
persion in the CaII triplet lines of the host galaxy in
Mrk 110. Their derived velocity dispersion corresponds to
a central mass of only
M = 3 · 106M⊙
in their black hole mass vs. velocity dispersion diagram.
This value is a factor of 5 below our black hole mass
value we derived with other methods for this galaxy. But
one has to consider that Mrk 110 is a galaxy system in
the late stage of merging with respect to its morphology.
Therefore, the derived central stellar velocity dispersion in
the host galaxy of Mrk 110 might by contaminated heavily
by this interaction/merging effect.
4.5. Schematic BLR model
We are now in the position of generating a schematic
model of the innermost AGN region in Mrk 110 from all
our data. The result is shown in Fig. 11. We could demon-
strate that the broad emission lines originate in the wind
of an accretion disk. The distances of the line emitting
regions from the central ionizing source are shown on
a logarithmic scale. A central black hole mass of M =
1.8± 1 · 107M⊙ is a lower limit only because of the poorly
known inclination angle of the accretion disk. This value
is of the order of 30◦. Therefore, we draw a Schwarzschild
radius for a black hole mass of M = 5 · 107M⊙ in Fig. 11.
5. Summary
We analyzed carefully Balmer and Helium emission line
profile variations which we derived from our monitoring
campaign on the Seyfert 1 galaxy Mrk 110. Three clear
trends are to be seen in our generated velocity-delay maps:
- The outer red and blue line wings of the emission profiles
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Fig. 11. Schematic BLR model of Mrk 110.
respond nearly simultaneously with respect to variations
of the ionizing continuum and much faster than the inner
regions in the emission lines. A detailed comparison of
our observed velocity-delay maps with theoretical models
of other authors points clearly to an accretion disk where
the broad emission lines originate.
-There is the general trend starting from the Balmer lines
upon the HeI line up to the HeII lines that the higher
ionized lines respond systematically faster. This is to be
seen in the integrated lines on the one hand as well as
in the velocity resolved line profiles on the other hand.
It indicates an ionization stratification in the broad-line
region.
- The response of the red line wing with respect to the
ionizing continuum variations is systematically stronger
and slightly faster compared to the blue line wing. This
finding is the signature of an accretion disk wind in the
broad-line region.
We derived from the integrated line intensity variations
as well as from the line profile variations a central black
hole mass of M = 1.8 · 107M⊙. This value is a lower limit
because of the unknown accretion disk orientation.
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